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ONEDefine your target audience

Discovering your ideal client is such a critical aspect of creating an 
identity for your business. In my experience, applying the “Finding Your 
It Girl” exercise, has allowed me to easily identify the type of clients that 
recognize the value my business adds to their lives. These are the clients 
in need of the services I offer and it allows me to  stay true to who I am 

as a business owner.

twocreate a cohesive brand

Creating a powerful face for your brand can have a direct impact on how 
well your business is perceived by your audience. 

TThink about this: How many times, have you as a consumer, been 
attracted to a product and/or service solely on the way it looks. It has 
been reported that it takes a consumer about five seconds to make a 
buying decision. This decision is based on whether or not they can 
identify with your brand and if it fits into their lifestyle. Creating a 
cohesive presence will attract more of your target audience and affirm 
their trust as they experience your brand across various platforms. 

threewhen all else fails...hire a professional

As entrepreneurs our time is often divided in a million different tasks, and 
while we all believe that we can do it all, we absolutely shouldn’t. 

Putting your business in the capable hands of other creatives who have spent 
countless hours honing their craft and fine tuning their services, will be 
invaluable to the growth of your business and overall peace of mind. 
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meet tiffany
founder, the emmarose agency

@theemmaroseagency

The EmmaRose Agency, a luxury boutique branding firm based in Washington, D.C., focuses on 
visual storytelling for creative entrepreneurs and influencers. The Agency has worked with women 
in business across the country, designing and building brands of all sizes and specializes in stylish 
visual balance, through clean and classic designs that are paired with breathtaking photography. 

FFor her, branding goes far beyond a logo or business card; it is all about creating an experience. 
Branding is the careful consideration of the promise you’ve dedicated to provide to your 

customer. “Breaking into this new space of working for myself, has been a rollercoaster that I’ve 
learned to hold on to the rails with one and throw glitter with the other!”


